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Motivation

I 30 percent increase in real house prices since 2000

Figure: Real House Prices. Source: Bassanetti and Zollino (2008)



Motivation (cont.)

I Find shocks that may have caused this house price
increase

I Study welfare consequences of this increase in house
prices paying special attention to non-linearities in income
and housing tenure
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Main Result

I Lower real interest rates and down-payment requirements
explain 25 percent of the increase in house prices

I Renters gain from lower rental rates

I Retired home-owners gain by withdrawing equity from
higher-valued houses

I Middle-aged home-owners are hurt by lower return on
their risk-free assets
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Main Mechanism

I Two exogenous unexpected shocks

1. Once-and-for-all decrease in real interest rates (from 5 to 1
percent)

2. Increase maximum loan-to-value ratio (from 60 to 80
percent)

I Endogenous price increase and transition dynamics

1. Start in 1995 steady state. Then unexpected shocks and
calculate transition to the final 2005 steady state

2. Endogenous increase in house price so that real housing
demand stays constant at its initial 1995 steady state level

3. Calculate welfare along the transition
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Model

Bewley-Aiyagari general equilibrium, overlapping generations
model with the following properties:

I Incomplete markets with uninsurable shocks to earnings

I There are both housing and financial assets

I Borrowing constraints where houses serves as collateral

I Adjustment costs when buying and selling a house

I Housing prices are endogenous
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Welfare Measure

I Ex ante percentage increase in nondurable consumption
for a household going through the transition versus a
household living forever in the initial steady state

I Consumption Equivalent welfare change is conditional on
initial assets, age, and earnings shocks



Welfare Measure’s Decomposition

From Floden (2001), I can decompose CE variation in its two
moments:

I A level effect tied to average consumption

I An insurance effect tied to the variability of consumption



Result

Figure: Transition Dynamics



Result

Table: Tenure Choice in Equilibrium

AGE/Earn Low Medium High
25 Renter Renter Owner
35 Renter Renter Owner
45 Renter Owner Owner
55 Renter Owner Owner
65 Renter Owner Owner
75 Renter Owner Owner



Result: the Earnings Poor

I Earnings-poor renters gain from lower rental rates at all
ages

Table: Welfare - Earnings Poor

AGE CEV C C2

25 0.22 0.23 -0.01
35 0.17 0.16 0.01
45 0.12 0.14 0.02
55 0.08 0.11 -0.03
65 0.08 0.13 -0.05
75 0.11 0.17 -0.06



Result: Average Earners

I Young renters gain from lower θ and r .
I Retired home-owners gain from capital gains and easier

equity withdrawal.
I Middle aged loose from lower capital income

Table: Welfare - Average Earners

AGE CEV C C2

25 0.01 -0.08 0.09
35 -0.01 -0.07 0.06
45 -0.08 -0.15 0.07
55 -0.13 -0.20 0.07
65 -0.09 -0.12 0.03
75 0.02 0.03 -0.01



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!



Figure: Real Interest and Mortgage rates.

Back to Main Mechanism


